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Sedutalonga is creative freedom and love of comfort:

as long as is needed, it wraps around itself or winds

endlessly. It seduces with its colors and conquers with

comfort. Designed for the home or collective spaces, it

responds to the needs of contemporary living and its

many facets. Thus, a long line of aligned elements

becomes a niche, a straight line becomes a curve, an

armchair and a pouf become a three-dimensional

element.
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Technical features

Structure

Structure in solid wood and plywood with

springing in crossed elastic straps with a

high rubber content. Padding in shaped

polyurethane foam with high resilience.

Cover in heat-bonded fiber coupled with

nylon jersey on the seat and back.

Polyurethane covering coupled with nylon

jersey around the entire perimeter.

Upholstery

The upholstery is available in all the

fabrics and leathers of Mussi collection.

Removability

To remove the cover, simply divide the

back and seat by removing a practical

bayonet joint. The cover is completely

removable by detaching the Velcro

anchoring. The cover is removable in both

fabric and leather versions.

Bases

Base in black painted MDF with Teflon

skates. The base is equipped with a

coupling mechanism with black painted

metal magnets that allows the 360-

degree positioning of the elements. Upon

request: black painted metal base with

stainless steel coupling that allows 360-

degree positioning of the elements fixing

them in the desired position.

Sitting comfort

A comfortable seat with good lumbar

support.

Warnings

When washing the fabric cover, follow the

indications on the product sheet and

cover the Velcro parts that could damage

the fabric during washing. The soft

padding will give the cover a natural

softer and more aged appearance over

time.
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Technical specifications

Circular armchair 92 cm - P92  Circular pouf 92 cm - R92

Left side armchair 83 cm - L83SX  Mussi Sedutalonga Right side armchair 83 cm - L83DX

Side pouf 83 cm - PF83
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